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RIASSUNTO
Il Teatro Civico di Schio è un importante caso di restauro di un teatro storico all’italiana. Il
restauro è stato basato su un dibattito pubblico: il progetto “Lotto Zero”. Sono state effettuate
misure acustiche nel 2015, dopo la riapertura del Teatro, per confrontarle con le misure fatte nel
2005. Il Teatro Civico è un interessante caso studio a causa del suo originale restauro partecipato
e delle sue caratteristiche peculiari. Inoltre, l’analisi porta a una riflessione più generale a
proposito dei teatri veneti. La disponibilità di precedenti analisi in vari teatri del Veneto ha
permesso di fare confronti, sottolineando l’unicità del Teatro Civico.
ABSTRACT
The Civic Theatre of Schio is an important case of refurbishment of an historical Italian
theatre. The restoration has been based on a public debate: the "Lotto Zero" project. Acoustic
measurements have been performed in 2015, after the reopening of the Theatre, in order to
compare them with the measurements done in 2005. The Civic Theatre is an interesting case study
due to its original participate renovation and to its peculiar characteristics. Moreover, the analysis
leads to a more general reflection on Venetian theatres. The availability of previous analysis on
various theatres of Veneto region has allowed to make comparisons, underlining the uniqueness
of the Civic Theatre.
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1. Introduction
The Civic Theatre of Schio is an important case of refurbishment of an historical
Italian theatre. The Theatre, opened in 1909 with Mefistofele by Arrigo Boito, has the
classical structure of many Italian historical theatres, with horseshoe shape, stalls, two
orders and a gallery. In the second part of the twentieth century, it crossed several years
of crisis and it has been reopened, after a deep restoration, in 2014. The aim of this study
is to report the peculiar experience of the refurbishment of the hall, that includes an
original participate debate promoted by the Foundation of the Civic Theatre and the
Municipality of Schio, during which citizens and artists opinions have been collected in
order to design the restoration. The current acoustics of the Theatre has been analyzed
and it has been compared with the situation before the restoration. It has been possible
thanks to the availability of measurements done in 2005, before the start of the
refurbishment. In addition, the availability of previous measurements made in various
theatres of Veneto region, such as the theatres of Rovigo, Treviso and Venezia, has
allowed to make comparisons and to place the Civic Theatre in a wider panorama of
Venetian theatres.
2. The refurbishment of the Civic Theatre of Schio
2.1 Italian theatres restoration in the last Century
During the Twentieth Century the Opera gradually lost the social role that
characterized it in the previous centuries and a vast majority of Opera theatres were
transformed into cinemas, or sometimes even abandoned after the bombings of the
Second World War. In Italy only, the Opera theatres of major cities were still being used
for their original purpose. Around 1970, several small-town theatres started being
restored [1] thanks to important public capital investments in the regions of Romagna [2]
and Marche [3]. Such works were characterized by the historical reconstruction of those
theatres, together with essential help of the Restoration theory [4] [5].
2.2 Acoustic attention during restoration processes
The great attention given to acoustics during the restoration process has being
recorded during the restoration works of Bonci Theatre in Cesena [6], Rossini Theatre in
Pesaro [7], Valli Theatre in Reggio Emilia [8], Teatro Nuovo in Spoleto [9], Municipal
Theatre in Treviso [10], Zandonai Theatre in Rovereto [11] and others.
The proposal of considering the acoustics of historical Italian theatres as an immaterial
heritage has been discussed in some international conferences [12] [13], whose results
are now sanctioned in the "Charter of Ferrara" [14]. During the early 2000s, several
requalification works of the Italian theatrical heritage occurred, including minor theatres,
which have been largely given back to their communities [15] [16]. In such a scenario of
acoustic experiences, the requalification of the Theatre of Schio [17] [18] takes places,
thanks to the original partecipate debate promoted by the Foundation of the Civic Theatre
and the Municipality of Schio.
2.3 Historical notes about the Civic Theatre
At the beginning of the last century, from a modest town of about six thousand
inhabitants, Schio became an urban center with over sixteen thousand citizens, due the
flourishing industrialization process of the area. These significant changes in the social
and economic situation of the city required the construction of new and modern public
works, including the construction of a new theatre. The construction of the new theatre
didn't start from an initiative of the Municipality, but it started from the willingness and
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the musical passion of a group of citizens. On 8th October 1906 the Cooperative for the
new theatre was founded, with a single purpose: the construction of a theatre that met
modern requirements, was accessible to all classes of citizens, had about 1500 seats and
was equipped with a conference room. The design competition was won by the project of
the architect Ferruccio Chemello, coming from Vicenza. The construction of the theatre
began in the summer of 1907. The theatre was designed and built with all the features of
the Italian theatre. The orchestra pit can accommodate an orchestra of 50 elements. The
capacity of the Civic Theatre (about 1500 places, divided between stalls, boxes and
gallery) was remarkable and certainly adequate to meet the new needs of the public. For
the opening night, 9th June 1909, a modern melodrama was staged, Mefistofele by Arrigo
Boito. The performances at the Civic Theatre continued until 1915, when the theatre was
used as a warehouse by the military. On 5th August 1916 the central part of the theatre
caught fire. The theatre reopened in December 1919. In the Twentieth century, the spread
in Italy of a new art, the cinema, marked for the Civic Theatre, like many Italian theatres,
years of crisis, that were not resolved even with the construction of a cabin film and the
projection of sound films. On 29 April 1956 the Civic Theatre hosted an Opera for the
last time: Rigoletto by Giuseppe Verdi. In 1968 it closed also as cinema, continuing until
the seventies only as ballroom in the foyer [19] [20]. Data about the today's configuration
are reported in Table 1.
Table 1 - Dati del Teatro Civico di Schio - Data of the Civic Theatre of Schio.
Shape

Horseshoe

Orders

2 + Gallery

Opening

1909

Last refurbishment

2014

Number of seats

350

Stage volume

3000 m3

Auditorium volume

4200 m3

Theatre conditions

No curtains

Seats

Not padded

2.4 The participatory debate in the recovery of the Theatre
The theatre needs the relationship with the actors and the performers and the emotions
have to be shared between performers and public. The theatre is a place where people can
create relationships.
In this perspective, in 1994 the Foundation of the Civic Theatre was founded in order
to promote the recovery of Theatre structure. The project of the restoration of the Civic
Theatre has been carried out with particular attention to the citizens and artists opinions
and to the value of the relationship between this place and the community.
The "Lotto Zero" project [21] was born to create a participatory debate to choose the
way to recover the Theatre. This project promoted a work group composed by many
people from different areas, as architecture, technology, direction and also, in addition to
the experts, by a group of audience, to make a shared project for the future of the Civic
Theatre. Between June and September 2005, a program of events took place in order to
test the Theatre:
- Terra di latte e miele, a "one woman drama" by Ottavia Piccolo;
- Concerto, a concert with music of Giovanni Bonato;
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-

Le città invisibili, a reading of Gabriele Vacis from the book of Italo Calvino;
Un teatro per Jules, a show on the occasion of the centenary of death of Jules
Verne;
Un curioso accidente, the comedy by Carlo Goldoni;
Polvere ovvero la storia del teatro, an itinerant show played through the
revision of the theatre building;
L'uomo delle dodici colombe, a work inspired by a true story of a Venetian
family in the years preceding the First World War.

In order to understand the emotions of the audience, a questionnaire has been distributed
to the public of these events. The answers of the people have been analyzed and, on the
base of these opinions, the restoration was planned. The questionnaire was divided in 5
sections:
- Judgement on the performance, on the influence of the place on the perception
of the show and on the most important characteristics that a theatre should
have to enhance the show;
- Indication between 3 possible ways to recover the Theatre;
- Judgement on the acoustic comfort and on the visibility of the hall;
- Indication of the preferred typology of performance for the Civic Theatre;
- Personal data, as age, sex and cultural attitude.
One of the questions therefore concerned the acoustic of the hall: the listeners were
asked about the acoustic quality after prose shows (Terra di latte e miele by Ottavia
Piccolo and reading of Gabriele Vacis) and after music concert (concert with music of
Giovanni Bonato). The results of these questionnaires are shown in Figure 1: for an half
of listeners the acoustic quality during prose show is good, excellent for 30% and fair for
20% of the listeners. Music listening increases the percentage of excellent (60%) and
decreases the fair (10%) judgements. It is important to note that during the "Lotto Zero"
project the listeners were placed on the stage due to safety reason, without stage scenes
and electroacoustic support to voice or music (see Figure 2) [21].

a)

b)

Figure 1 - Diagramma a torta delle risposte dei partecipanti al dibattito “Lotto Zero”
[21]. a) Prosa; b) Musica - Pie charts of the answers of partecipanti at
"Lotto Zero" debate [21]. a) Prose; b) Music.
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Figure 2 - Fotografia del Teatro Civico scattata nel 2005 durante il progetto “Lotto
Zero” [21] - Photo of the Civic Theatre taken in 2005 during the "Lotto
Zero" project [21].
2.5 The structural refurbishment of the Theatre
The building is one of the few buildings in the city to be built in the Art Nouveau
style. The main structure is in reinforced concrete, a material that allowed it to remain
intact after fire. The internal structure is shaped like a horseshoe and it was able to
accommodate 1500 people [20]. The architect, Ferruccio Chemello (Sestri Levante 1862
- Montecchio Maggiore 1943) attended inferior schools in Liguria, completed his training
in Padua and graduated in 1881 in land surveyor. The following year he was hired by the
Office of Civil Genius of Vicenza. In 1883 he accepted the chair of geometric design
offered by the Olympic Academy of Vicenza. Starting from 1892 he began to work as a
draftsman, activity that allowed him to have the first contacts with the representatives of
the business families Rossi, Conte and Dal Brun, his future clients [22]. The Civic Theatre
of Schio, built in 1907, consists of three buildings placed side by side (the stage, the
audience and the Ridotto or foyer), with wood roofs. The elevated structure consists of
bearing walls (blocks of stone and gravel) with reinforced concrete bridges. Around the
stalls, the boxes have a characteristic structure with pillars and slabs ribbed concrete.
During the restoration, structural measures implemented have achieved the seismic
improvement, obtained by the restoration of masonry piers, the reinforcement of the
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existing wooden roofs, the restore and the increase of the scope of concrete structures
with the use of fibre-reinforced composites and reinforcing bars integrative and, finally,
the addition of new steel structures for certain functional adjustments. The project
involved finally the creation of a new graticcio above the stage and a portion of technical
ceiling for the housing of the air handling units at the foyer. The adaptation of the systems
has also required the creation of a central technological in ground outside the building
and a technical compartment below the stage [23]. The area for the public is composed
by the stalls, two orders and a gallery. Some parts of the Theatre are not yet viable (2017),
as the lateral parts of the second order and the gallery.
2.6 Comparison of the structural situation before and after restoration works
As regard the conditions before and after restoration, in 2005 the Theatre was in a
condition of serious architectural and structural deterioration [18]. As visible in Figure 3,
in 2005 the ceiling was badly damaged and there was a safety net, the orchestra pit was
open and so the audience had reduced dimensions and the gallery had steps in which it
was possible to make acoustic measurements. These are the main differences with the
situation of the Theatre in 2015 (see Figure 4): the ceiling has been restored, the orchestra
pit has been closed and so all the space is now occupied by the seats of the stalls, that are
more than in 2005, and the gallery is not viable, as well as the lateral boxes in the second
order.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3 - Viste del Teatro Civico nel 2005 [17] [18]. a) Vista interna del Teatro;
b) Golfo mistico; c) Loggione; d) Palco - Views of the Civic Theatre in
2005 [17] [18]. a) Internal view of the Theatre; b) Orchestra pit; c) Gallery;
d) Stage.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

Figure 4 - Viste del Teatro Civico nel 2015. a) Platea; b) Ordini; c) Secondo ordine;
d) Loggione - Views of the Civic Theatre in 2015. a) Audience; b) Orders;
c) Second order; d) Gallery.

3. Methods and results
3.1 Acoustic measurements
Acoustic measurements have been done in September 2015, according to ISO 33821 [24] in an unoccupied condition. Two different sets of sources and receivers have been
used for the characterization of the Theatre, that converge on the same results [25]. In this
analysis the results obtained from the first configuration have been considered.
Combinations of 4 positions of source and 36 positions of receiver have been measured
in the audience: 12 in the stalls, 14 in the first order, 10 in the second order. Combinations
of 2 positions of source and 2 positions of receiver have been measured on stage. Positions
of source and receiver are shown in Figure 5.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 5 - Posizione di sorgenti e ricevitori per la qualificazione acustica del Teatro
nel 2015. a) Platea; b) I ordine; c) II ordine - Positions of sound sources
and receivers for the acoustic qualification of the Theatre in 2015. a) Stalls;
b) I order; c) II order.
The used instrumentation was:
- Omnidirectional dodecahedron Bruel and Kjaer 4296;
- 2 microphones Grass half inch;
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-

Digigram sound card VX Pocket v.2;
Amplifier LAB300.

PC IBM with software DIRAC Bruel and Kjaer, providing exponential sine sweep.
Impulse responses have been octave filtered and then room criteria have been
extracted using Dirac software. Temperature in the audience was about 20 Celsius and
the relative humidity was about 70%. The measurements have been performed with a
weak background noise due to the lamps, not relevant to the extracted criteria. During the
measurements, the stage was set without wings or other curtains (arlecchino, mantovana),
in order to compare the results with the ones measured before the refurbishment, during
the debate of "Lotto Zero". This fact can lead to an overestimation of the reverberation
parameters, that can be decreased by the addition of the curtains [25].
3.2 Acoustic characterization of the Theatre
Measurements results are shown in Table 2 and in Figg. 6, 7, 8. Values of
reverberation time T30 have the same behaviour for all the measurements. No differences
can be noticed between the three main areas of the Theatre (stalls, first order and second
order) and between different positions of the source. Values of Early Decay Time EDT
also have similar behaviour between the three main area of the Theatre and varying the
positions of the source, even if some small differences can be noticed.
Clarity data instead show a visible variability changing the area of the Theatre and the
position of the source, as it is expected from energy parameters. The mean EDT/T30 ratio,
with source in position S3, is 0,9.
Table 2 - Risultati delle misure. Valori medi di area (platea, I e II ordine). Il pedice
“M” specifica che il valore è la media delle bande di ottava di 500, 1000 e
2000 Hz - Results of measurements. Average values for area (stalls, I and II
order). The subscript "M" specifies that the value is averaged in the 500,
1000 and 2000 Hz octave bands.
Source
S1 (center stage)
S2 (back stage)
S3 (proscenium)

a)

C80,M [dB]
-0.60
-2.01
-0.02

T30,M [s]
2.32
2.32
2.31

EDTM [s]
2.23
2.26
2.08

b)

Figure 6 - Chiarezza C80. a) Sorgente in S1 (centro palco); b) Sorgente in S3
(proscenio) - Clarity C80. a) Source in S1 (center stage); b) Source in S3
(proscenium).
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a)

b)

Figure 7 – Tempo di riverberazione T30. a) Sorgente in S1 (centro palco); b)
Sorgente in S3 (proscenio) - Reverberation time T30. a) Source in S1
(center stage); b) Source in S3 (proscenium)
a)

b)

Figure 8 – Tempo di primo decadimento EDT. a) Sorgente in S1 (centro palco); b)
Sorgente in S3 (proscenio) - Early Decay Time EDT. a) Source in S1
(center stage); b) Source in S3 (proscenium)

3.3 Acoustic characterization before and after restoration works
A comparison between the reverberation time values measured, respectively, before
and after the restoration is shown in Figure 9.
a)

b)

Figure 9 - Media dei tempi di riverberazione misurati nel Teatro Civico prima
(2005) e dopo (2015) il restauro. La sorgente è sempre posta sul palco
(centro palco). a) Platea; b) Ordini - Mean of reverberation time measured
in the Civic Theatre before (2005) and after (2015) the refurbishment.
Source has been always placed on stage (center stage). a) Stalls; b) Orders.
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Both measurements have been done without wings and scenes on the stage;
measurements performed in 2015 have been done with low upholstered seat in the stalls
(as visible in Figure 4). These seats are temporary chairs, chosen by the management of
the Theatre. At the moment the replacement of these seats is not scheduled. In addition
to administrative issues in fact, their presence gives to the Theatre a different aspect from
traditional theatres, emphasizing the peculiar style of the recovery and of the Theatre.
Positions of receivers are not exactly the same, because of the differences between the
Theatre conditions before and after the restoration. By comparing the measurements, it
can be noticed that reverberation time values at 125 Hz are lower after restoration, while
at mid-high frequencies they are higher.
3.4 Comparison between reverberation time of various Venetian theatres
The analysis on the Civic Theatre leads to a more general reflection on Venetian
theatres. A list, that does not want to be exhaustive, of historical Italian theatres of Veneto
region is reported in Table 3.
Table 3 - Teatri storici del Veneto. Il pedice “R” indica che i teatri sono stati
completamente ricostruiti. La lettera “G” sta per “loggione”. - Historical
theatre of Veneto region. The superscript "R" indicates that theatres have
been completely rebuilt. Letter "G" stands for "gallery".
Theatre
Civic Theatre of Schio
Social Theatre of Rovigo
Municipal Theatre of Treviso
La Fenice Theatre of Venice
Salieri Theatre of Legnago
Teatro de la Sena
Goldoni Theatre of Venezia
Social Theatre of Badia Polesine
Academic Theatre of Castelfranco
Municipal Theatre of Adria
Philharmonic Theatre of Verona
Municipal Theatre of Thiene

N° of seats
350
750
650
1000
630
290
800
230
280
800
1000
350

Opening
1909
1904 R
1869 R
2003 R
1956
1684
1622
1812
1778
1935
1975 R
1905

Last restoration
2014
1964
2003
1999
2017
1979
2011
2001
2014
1958

Orders
2+G
3+G
4+G
5
2+G
3+G
4
3
3
3+G
3+G
2

The availability of previous acoustic analysis on various theatres of Veneto region
[18], such as the theatres of the cities of Adria, Rovigo, Treviso and Venezia, has allowed
to make comparisons between different Venetian theatres. Four theatres have been
considered in this analysis, those for which acoustic qualification measurements have
been carried out after the last restoration:
- Social Theatre of Rovigo;
- Municipal Theatre of Treviso;
- La Fenice Theatre of Venice;
- Civic Theatre of Schio.
Averages of reverberation time are shown in Figure 10. The averages have been
carried out considering the measurements done in the theatres (stalls and orders, including
the galleries) with source placed on stage, in advanced position (proscenium).
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From this comparison it can be seen that the Civic Theatre of Schio seems to be much
more reverberant, both in the stalls and in the orders. The Theatre was more reverberant
than others traditional Italian theatres even before the recovery. The restoration has
maintained and emphasized this characteristic.
a)

b)

Figure 10 - Medie dei tempi di riverberazione misurati in vari teatri veneti. La
sorgente è sempre posta sul palco, in posizione avanzata (proscenio). a)
Platea; b) Ordini - Mean of reverberation time measured in various
Venetian theatre. Source has been always placed on stage, in advanced
position (proscenium). a) Stalls; b) Orders

4. Discussions
4.1 A peculiar acoustics
As reported in literature [28], reverberation time varies little throughout a welldesigned concert auditorium and usually the mean value can be assessed alone. In Civic
Theatre the values of the reverberation parameters are homogeneous throughout all the
Theatre, as happens frequently when the field is particularly reverberating and the
environments are not too small to have large discrepancies for low frequency stationary
waves. The mean EDT/T30 ratio in the Theatre is 0,9, in line with the values in literature,
between about 0,8 and 1,1 [28].
Measured values of reverberation time, higher than those of other Italian theatres,
make the Civic Theatre more appropriate for performing symphonic music on stage,
rather than speech. This is a characteristic that other historical Italian theatres do not have.
This peculiarity is typical of a concert hall, not of Italian opera theatre. This characteristic
may have been emphasized during restoration works, with the introduction of materials
rigid, not adsorbent, at mid-high frequencies. Further analysis could include the study of
Bass Ratio in the hall. The use of the Theatre for prose probably should be supported by
accurately electro-acoustic design. The setting of the electroacoustic systems, in case of
their use, must therefore be done carefully. It has to be stressed that measurements have
been conducted without curtains on stage; adding curtains, reverberation time could be
lower and so the Theatre could be versatile and suitable both for music and speech
listening. A measurements campaign with curtains would be necessary. The seats present
in the Theatre are also different from the typical historical Italian theatre armchairs,
because they are not upholstered. This feature can importantly affect the uniqueness of
the Civic Theatre and its acoustics. Unlike other theatres in Italy, in addition, the orders
of the Civic Theatre are almost completely galleries, without walls in between to separate
the boxes. The acoustics field therefore is different respect to the classical one inside
divided boxes in Italian opera theatre.
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4.2 An original partecipate refurbishment
The non-acoustic aspects of restoration seem to reinforce the peculiarity of the Civic
Theatre. The "Lotto Zero" project indeed make the restoration process unique. Even if the
statistic is not strict as in other works [29], the questionnaires give indications about the
perception of the audience. The characterization of the Theatre has underlined the high
reverberation of the environment, feature more suitable for music that for speech. These
features correspond to the results of the questionnaires reported in Figure 2, where the
answers of the audience highlight that the acoustic quality seemed to be better during
music listening respect to prose listening (highest percentage of excellent ratings) before
the refurbishment. The restoration has maintained and emphasized this characteristic.
Having questionnaires after restoration would be useful to confirm the trend underlined
and the better acoustic quality during music performances.
Differences between the situation before and after the restoration may be due to:
Different materials chosen in the restoration. Old construction techniques generally
used light and adsorbent materials, while the new techniques employ more rigid materials.
In particular, the stage and the vault have been completely restored, because they were in
a condition of serious structural deterioration. The insertion of plasterboard in different
parts of the Theatre, such as the vault and the walls surrounding the lower part of the
audience (for wall heating systems), may be responsible for lower reverberation in low
frequencies;
Different seats from the typical historical Italian theatre armchairs. These are
temporary chairs. If the seats were padded, the reverberation time values would turn out
to be in line with those measured before the refurbishment. In a future study, it would be
interesting to analyze the acoustic characteristics of these seats and compare them with
the traditional ones, with comparison through laboratory tests;
Different propagation of vibrations, caused by the change of materials [26];
Disappearance of some coupled volume, due to the rebuilding of the vault and the
stage and to the fact that orchestra pit has been closed and curtains have been introduced,
to separate the space of the galleries from the back corridors.
Although little research has been published [15] [26], the focus of interest should be
building renovation of Italian theatre, where acoustics and propagations of vibrations
cannot be ignored, with great attention to the materials introduced [27]. More in-depth
researches, including vibrational measurements, could lead to a greater understanding of
the effects that change of materials introduces during the refurbishments, while subjective
investigations before and after restorations could validate the obtained results. One idea
for future developments of the study is to recreate in laboratory the same installation of
plasterboard done in the Theatre. This could be done recreating the step of the uprights,
the type of grouting and the junction of the profiles to the existing wall, that could
influence the vibrational and dissipative modes of the structure, in order to estimate the
in situ behaviour.
4.3 About a local Venetian theatre typology
The possibility of comparison with other Venetian theatres, for which acoustics
measurements are available, has led to a reflection about the value and the preciousness
of a wider survey about historical Italian theatres present in Veneto region. This survey
may be considered started with the collection of acoustics data of the theatres of Rovigo,
Treviso, Venezia and Schio, even if a more precise working methodology should be
established. The editing and study of appropriate questionnaires would support the
research, correlating the results obtained from measurements with the perception of both
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audience and musicians, also in reference to other investigations carried out [29] [30]
[31]. This research could make possible to determine whether there is a typology of
Venetian historical theatre, also analyzing theatres of different sizes and capacity. At the
current point, the Civic Theatre of Schio seems not to look like other Italian Venetian
theatres. Its reverberation features for example seem to be significantly different from the
ones of other Venetian theatres analyzed.
Conclusions
The acoustic characterization of the Theatre has been carried out, comparing the
current acoustic situation with the one before the restoration and with the ones of other
historical Venetian theatres, in the light of the choices made during the restoration. From
the analysis, a peculiar acoustics of the Civic Theatre appeared, with high reverberation
times. In the comparison between ante and post opera situation, it can be noticed that this
characteristic has been emphasized with the renovation. Therefore, the Theatre, which
already had values of reverberation times higher than other Italian historical theatres, is
further detached from the trend. Further analysis could be done about vibrational aspects
and about the behaviour in low frequencies. The non-acoustic aspects of restoration
reinforce the peculiarity of the Civic Theatre: the "Lotto Zero" project indeed has made
unique the design of the refurbishment. From the activities carried out, the importance of
questionnaires on subjective preferences to be submitted to musicians and users of the
theatre emerges. Questionnaires contribute, indeed, together with the objective
parameters, to define the acoustic quality of the environment. The activity performed thus
becomes a stimulus and a hint to expand the analysis to other Italian theatres, in particular
to other theatres of Veneto region. This analysis has a dual purpose: to acquire objective
and subjective acoustic theatrical photography in order to preserve the acoustic heritage
of the theatres and to provide a solid and scientific basis to refer to in case of restoration.
Having data before restoration, and also subsequent ones, as in the Theatre of Schio, is
indeed of great importance, even to learn from experience of different refurbishments. In
order to reinforce and deepen the knowledge, the development of the project aims to
analyze the correlations between subjective impressions and objective parameters and to
create a database containing the acoustic characteristics of the sampled theatres. Further
development is the depth study and the use of modern architectural relief techniques,
which allow to simplify and optimize the three-dimensional acoustic modeling of
environments, in the perspective of a restoration.
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